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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 

 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, : 

      : 

   Plaintiff,  : 

      : 

  v.    : Case No. 13-cr-20371 

      : Honorable Victoria A. Roberts 

DOREEN HENDRICKSON,  : 

      :    

   Defendant.  : 

 

 

 

 

MOTION FOR ORDER BARRING US ATTORNEYS FROM POSSESSION 

OF CELL-PHONES OR OTHER DEVICES 

 

During the first trial in this matter in October and November of 2013, a US 

Attorney was observed using a cell-phone or other wireless device during 

proceedings in court to conduct legal research related to this case. Mrs. 

Hendrickson, who is not even allowed to have a cell-phone in the building at any 

time, was put at a tremendous and grossly unfair disadvantage. Further, this 

behavior by the US Attorneys is in direct violation of Local Rule LR 83.31 

Conduct in Federal Court Facilities. 

Mrs. Hendrickson respectfully moves the Court to prohibit anyone 

representing or appearing on behalf of the United States from possessing any type 

of cell-phone or other digital device in the federal building during her trial. 
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The lead attorney for the government, Melissa Siskind, did not respond to an 

email seeking concurrence. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

__________________________________ 

Doreen Hendrickson, in propria persona 

 

April 18, 2014 
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STATEMENT OF ISSUES 

Doreen Hendrickson is entitled to a fair trial, meaning, in part, one 

conducted on a level playing field. Mrs. Hendrickson is denied that right when her 

opponents possess and abuse a special privilege facilitating their ability to perform 

in trial, as was done in the first trial in this case. 

CONTROLLING AUTHORITY 

The issues addressed here are most closely controlled by the Fifth and Sixth 

Amendments to the United States Constitution, and Local Rule LR 83.31. 



 

 

ARGUMENT 

 

US Attorneys have already abused their privilege of bringing wireless devices 

such as cell-phones into the federal building to Mrs. Hendrickson's unfair 

disadvantage. See EXHIBIT 1. They should be denied any opportunity to do 

so again. 

 

Local Rule 83.31(f)(2) prohibits attorneys from using cell-phones or any 

other device with wireless communication capabilities in any fashion whatever 

while in a courtroom: 

LR 83.31 Conduct in Federal Court Facilities 

(f) Cellular Telephones and Other Communication Devices. 

(1) Policy Governing Non-Attorneys. Except as provided in (2) and other 

court orders, cellular telephones and any other device with wireless 

communication capabilities, hereinafter “phones”, are not permitted in federal 

court facilities. 

(2) Policy Governing Attorneys. An attorney appearing in connection with 

any judicial proceeding or presenting evidence of bar membership may bring 

a phone into a federal court facility. The United States Marshal, his deputies, 

and court security officers may demand from any individual in possession of 

a phone identification in aid of enforcement of this rule, and if the 

identification does not satisfy the officer that the person in possession of a 

phone is authorized in accordance with the terms of this rule to bring the 

phone or use it in a court space, the officer may refuse admittance to any 

person in possession of a phone. The following conditions shall apply: 

(A) the phone may not be used and must be turned off except in designated 

areas of the court facility; and 

(B) the phone cannot be initiated, “answered,” examined or otherwise 

manipulated while in a courtroom; and 

(C) the phone may be used for communication only in posted designated 

areas; and 

(D) any camera-like function or audio recording capability of a phone is 

subject to the provisions of (c) of this Rule (i.e, strictly prohibited except 

with the specific permission of the court). 



 

 

 

Further, the fundamental principles of fairness implicit in the concept of the 

"due process" guaranteed to Mrs. Hendrickson under the Fifth Amendment to the 

US Constitution, and her right to a fair and impartially-conducted trial guaranteed 

to her under the Sixth Amendment, demand that her opponents be prevented from 

enjoying any advantage of access to information and on-the-fly research which she 

is prevented from enjoying. 

As memorialized in the attached affidavits of Peter and Doreen Hendrickson 

(EXHIBIT 1), and as will be attested-to by Standby Counsel Andrew Wise if 

asked, one or more US Attorneys used cell-phones or other wi-fi-capable devices 

during trial for accessing on-line data. When Standby Counsel Wise brought LR 

83.31 to the US Attorneys' attention during this prohibited activity prior to the 

"hung-jury" arguments (and while Judge Roberts was absent from the courtroom), 

they claimed ignorance of the rule, ignored Mr. Wise's admonition, and continued 

their research. 

CONCLUSION 

In light of the foregoing, Mrs. Hendrickson respectfully moves this 

Honorable Court to bar all US attorneys and persons present on behalf of the 

United States from possessing any wireless-capable device in the federal building 

during her trial, and for such other relief the Court may deem appropriate, such as 



 

 

ordering a change of personnel representing the United States in this matter to 

others more respectful of the rule of law and the concept of a fair trial. 

Respectfully submitted this 18th day of April, 2014 

 

________________________________________ 

Doreen Hendrickson, in propria persona 

 

Attached: EXHIBIT 1, Affidavits of Peter Hendrickson and Doreen Hendrickson 


